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• Extended Pledge of Primary Peace Principles • 288 Words

We People of Earth and Star pledge our allegiance to building Universal, Self-and-Mutual: Good Will, Respect, Integrity, and Wellbeing in accordance with all our Civic Principles* encouraging practical, sustainable, and joyful peace; responsible freedoms, genuine wisdom, and love for all** — Highest Common Ideals for Our Lives — Our Humanity! • Among our Primary Peace Principles in this quest are: everyone meeting basic needs • regular, deep rest including conscious rest • calm, clear, steady inner awareness • honesty and integrity • trust and caution in proper proportion • intelligent, straightforward, yet tactful Communication • Cooperation • and Celebration for mutual understanding • creativity • dignity • and common goals; • basic and civic peace education for all • good humor • healthy: humility • patience • compassion • apology • and forgiveness; • fairness and justice • nonviolent, productive behavior • protection of good • appropriate, responsible freedoms • flexibility • friendliness • excellent personal and community health in good physical, social and economic, legal, political, and spiritual environments. • Altogether these core values constitute a body of natural law for peace: principles and duties supporting positive, sustainable relationships at every level — standards and ideals to inspire, guide, and benefit everyone over time. Learned early, held firmly in mind and heart, and applied persistently with courage, inner balance, and proper proportion; they will nourish successful lives and societies of growing freedom, opportunity and happiness for all. • Let us draw courage and inspiration from the wondrous examples displayed from within our own human hands. • Therein freedom and responsibility are balanced and integrated. • All the diverse parts and principles communicate, cooperate and celebrate*** for common goals while remaining united in a friendly community of universal mutual good will and integrity. • May we too build our relationships this way. • And may honor, joy, and fulfillment rest with all those who engage in this quest and give it their best.

* "With malice toward none, with charity for all..." — Historic United States President Abraham Lincoln • Integrative Author: Mr. Peter Bruce DuMont •

** Practical, sustainable peace and love are defined inclusive of, honoring, willing, & working for all these declared Civic Peace Principles & Ideals.

*** In addition to its everyday meaning, Celebrate, from its early word roots, implies frequenting [a place], or we could say, maintaining teamwork.
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• JOIN THE GROWING STAR ALLIANCE CIVIC PEACE VALUES NETWORK! •

- The greatest Stars of STAR ALLIANCE™ are Civic Peace Principles™ — shining Points of Value that function to benefit and sustain all society over time. Acknowledging this, you can do yourself and loved ones a big favor by joining the growing network of commitment to these clearly-declared Highest Common Ideals. Because No One’s a Winner in a Nuclear Winter! and Everyone Benefits from a Better Society!
- STAR ALLIANCE Campaign 20/20 • Friendship Earth aims to reach 20% of the world’s population by 2020 with our inspiring, nonpartisan, nonsectarian educational messages for harmony and peace.
- Imagine what a brighter, safer, more enjoyable social atmosphere all people can share when even a fraction of the population has an opportunity to identify with Universal Citizenship; to study, reflect, and commit in writing to Civic Principles for Good Will and Peace — and to do his and her best to practice them.
- As each finger needs nourishment and support from the whole hand and body, your individual peace and happiness ultimately require connection, support, and positive influence from all of society. If only everyone could realize this deep truth and act accordingly! Of course, no one is perfect. But every step of social progress will help each individual to have an easier time of the universal Challenges of Peace, and social progress in turn depends on each individual. • Citizens, families, teachers, allied organizations, businesses, institutions, and government agencies can all act as catalytic supporters, educators, and promoters in this great campaign. • With a critical mass, a STAR ALLIANCE Chain Reaction for Peace will result. • You count! • So … can we count on you? • The documents have not been set in stone, and we welcome feedback and assistance to improve and adapt them as necessary; to develop tools for mass education and research. • Meanwhile, the spirit is clear. Ask yourself: Can our world wait much longer? Can our environment? • Reflect honestly and take action. One good way is to make an IRS tax-deductible enlightened investment of funds in any amount. • You can use the Pledge Support! button at www.STARALLIANCE.org, or mail the form below with your gift. • Please give extra, if you can, to help make up for all those who can’t! • Even modest investments of time, talent, and treasure are important and deeply appreciated. • Angel donors and volunteers will give our organization wings. • (Please also feel free to call with comments, questions, ideas, or to make an appointment. You can arrange a presentation for friends, neighbors, clubs, schools, and work teams.
- We Can All Be Stars by trying our best: to learn and practice all of the STAR ALLIANCE Highest Common Ideals. • Many hands make light work, and… It’s teamwork to make the dream work!™ • So — join in our cheer for positive civic values for all. Make it your good cheer, too, a growing reality to benefit the entire human race: • • • ALL!….STAR!….ALLIANCE!….FOR ALL!! • • •
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Please specify occupation & special skills: __________________________

Comments and suggestions for outreach to V.I.P.’s, schools, groups, businesses, agencies, and benefit events:
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